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ABSTRACT

Much attention has been paid to the climatic impacts of changes in the Kuroshio Extension, instead of the

Kuroshio in the East China Sea (ECS). This study, however, reveals the prominent influences of the lateral

shift of the Kuroshio at interannual time scale in late spring [April–June (AMJ)] on the sea surface tem-

perature (SST) and precipitation in summer around the ECS, based on high-resolution satellite observations

and ERA-Interim. A persistent offshore displacement of the Kuroshio during AMJ can result in cold SST

anomalies in the northern ECS and the Japan/East Sea until late summer, which correspondingly causes

anomalous cooling of the lower troposphere. Consequently, the anomalous cold SST in the northernECS acts

as a key driver to robustly enhance the precipitation from the Yangtze River delta to Kyushu in early summer

(May–August) and over the central ECS in late summer (July–September). In view of the moisture budget

analysis, two different physical processes modulated by the lateral shift of the Kuroshio are identified to

account for the distinct responses of precipitation in early and late summer, respectively. First, the anomalous

cold SST in the northern ECS induced by the Kuroshio offshore shift is likely conducive to the earlier arrival

of the mei-yu–baiu front at 308–328N and its subsequent slower northward movement, which may prolong the

local rainy season, leading to the increased rain belt in early summer. Second, the persistent cold SST

anomalies in late summer strengthen the near-surface baroclinicity and the associated strong atmospheric

fronts embedded in the extratropical cyclones over the central ECS, which in turn enhances the local rainfall.

1. Introduction

As the strong western boundary current of the North

Pacific subtropical gyre, the Kuroshio emerges as the pole-

ward branch of the bifurcation of the North Equatorial

Current off the Philippine coast. It flows northward past

the Luzon Strait, and enters the East China Sea (ECS)

through the East Taiwan Strait. Before leaving through

the Tokara Strait south of Kyushu Island, the main

stream of the Kuroshio primarily flows just seaward of

the ECS shelf break, approximately along the 200-m

isobath (Ichikawa and Beardsley 2002; Liu and Gan

2012; see Figs. 1a,b). North of about 288N, part of the

main stream diverts to the west due to the block of the

Kyushu coastal topography, becoming a major source

of the TsushimaWarm Current (Hsueh 2000; Guo et al.

2006), and the remainder flows along the south coast of

Japan. At about 358N, the Kuroshio leaves the coast and

becomes a free jet, namely the Kuroshio Extension.
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The Kuroshio transports a huge amount of heat from

the tropics to the midlatitudes, which is largely released

into the atmosphere through the intense turbulent heat

flux in the Kuroshio Extension region. Thus, the Kuro-

shio, together with the Kuroshio Extension region, is

recognized as one of the global midlatitude regions

where the ocean–atmosphere interactions are most ac-

tive (Kelly et al. 2010; Kwon et al. 2010). Over the past

two decades, the Kuroshio Extension region, along with

the Oyashio Extension region, has attracted great at-

tention with regard to the local and remote atmospheric

responses to oceanic variations in the cold season par-

ticularly, although to what extent such feedback of

ocean to atmosphere contributes to the existence of the

Pacific decadal oscillation remains poorly understood

(Newman et al. 2016). Nevertheless, a growing body of

evidence indicates that sea surface temperature (SST)

variations in the Kuroshio–Oyashio Extension region

during the cold season substantially affect the marine

atmospheric boundary layer structure (Tokinaga et al.

2009; Masunaga et al. 2016), synoptic-scale transient

eddies migrating along the North Pacific storm tracks

(e.g., Nakamura et al. 2004; Gan and Wu 2013; Kwon

and Joyce 2013; Small et al. 2014; Kuwano-Yoshida and

Minobe 2017), blocking frequency in the eastern North

Pacific (O’Reilly and Czaja 2015), basin-scale atmo-

sphere circulation (e.g., Frankignoul et al. 2011; Taguchi

et al. 2012; Gan and Wu 2012), and winter rainfall along

the U.S. North Pacific coast (Ma et al. 2015). In partic-

ular, it has been pointed out that the meridional shift in

the path of the Kuroshio Extension (Frankignoul et al.

2011; Kwon and Joyce 2013; Révelard et al. 2016) and

the oceanic mesoscale eddies (Ma et al. 2015) leave their

imprints on SST or its meridional gradient and in turn

affect the wintertime atmosphere.

As noted above, extensive studies have concentrated

on the wintertime atmosphere in response to oceanic

changes in the Kuroshio Extension region, since the

summertime atmospheric response is generally weak

(e.g., O’Reilly and Czaja 2015). In comparison, fewer

studies have focused on the climatic effects of the

Kuroshio main stream. However, it has been revealed

that the Kuroshio in the ECS can have salient impact

on the mean states of local atmosphere during the

warm season (e.g., Xu et al. 2011; Sasaki et al. 2012;

Kunoki et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2018). In

terms of the summertime climatological conditions in

the ECS–Kuroshio region, the Kuroshio accompanies a

warm-tongue SST signature of 268–288C (Fig. 1a), which

is about 18–28C warmer than the adjacent continental

shelf water and thus creates a strong SST front on the

northwestern flank of the warm tongue. On the other

hand, a large rain belt, reaching a magnitude of

12mmday21, is nearly collocated with the Kuroshio

warm tongue (Fig. 1c), indicating a potential influence

of the Kuroshio on the locally enhanced rainfall. Xu

et al. (2011) demonstrated a deep atmospheric response

to the Kuroshio in spring (March–May), characterized

by enhanced convective precipitation, frequent occur-

rence of cumulous convection, and surface wind con-

vergence. Sasaki et al. (2012) further found that the

warm Kuroshio anchors the overlying rain belt in early

summer (June) by enhanced energetic evaporation and

surface wind convergence via the pressure adjustment

mechanism (Lindzen and Nigam 1987). Particularly,

they concluded that the deep atmospheric response to

the Kuroshio warm tongue is strongest in June, with

ascent motion and diabatic heating penetrating into the

upper troposphere due to deep convection. It resembles

the deep-heatingmode, that is, the atmospheric response

FIG. 1. Climatological May–July mean fields. (a) SST (8C; colors) and surface geostrophic velocity (m s21). (b) SSH (cm; colors) and

SSH gradient [25–55 cm (100 km)21; black contours with interval of 10 cm (100 km)21], along with 200- and 1000-m isobaths (white

contours). (c) Precipitation (mmday21; colors) with SST (8C; contours) superimposed. The SST, SSH, and surface geostrophic velocity are

derived from OISST and AVISO daily data for 1994–2015, and precipitation is taken from TRMM 3B42 daily product for 1998–2015.
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to the upstream Gulf Stream in summer reported by

Minobe et al. (2010).

The locally enhanced rain belt by the Kuroshio warm

tongue is embedded in the large-scale rainband that

extends from southeast China to Japan (cf. Fig. 1c). This

so-called mei-yu–baiu rainband (called the mei-yu in

China and the baiu in Japan; e.g., Tao and Chen 1987;

Ninomiya and Murakami 1987) brings the major rainy

season (mid-May–mid-July) to these densely populated

regions. The mei-yu–baiu rainband is strongly regulated

by the East Asian summer monsoon (EASM) system,

and has been widely studied in terms of seasonal pro-

gression and variability over interannual to decadal time

scales (Wang and LinHo 2002; Ding and Chan 2005;

Kwon et al. 2005; Ninomiya and Shibagaki 2007; Sampe

and Xie 2010; Tomita et al. 2011, Xu et al. 2018, and

references therein). The mean seasonal progression

and variability of the mei-yu–baiu rainband have been

linked primarily to the variation of summer monsoon,

which is connected remotely to the tropical Indo-

Pacific region (e.g., Huang et al. 2004; Ding and Chan

2005; Xie et al. 2009). In addition, wemay expect a local

modulation of the mei-yu–baiu rainband by the Kur-

oshio variability, in light of the impacts of the Kuroshio

warm tongue on the atmospheric mean states (as

mentioned above). However, such modulation has not

yet been explored.

Unlike the mean state, the role of oceanic interan-

nual variability in the ECS–Kuroshio region in atmo-

spheric variability has begun to be investigated recently.

Sasaki and Yamada (2018) show that the SST front

variability in the ECS in June has an influence on the

local precipitation in the same month, such that the

strong SST front is accompanied with the heavy pre-

cipitation over the central ECS. The strong SST front

mainly results from the cold SST anomalies over the

continental shelf, however, for which the physical

driving processes are unclear. From the perspective

of ocean dynamics, an interesting question arises as

to whether any variation of the Kuroshio itself would

impact the summertime rainfall over the ECS and

its adjacent land area, since the Kuroshio indeed

exhibits a pronounced interannual variability (e.g.,

Wei et al. 2013). In the present study, we attempt to

detect the significant response of the summertime pre-

cipitation to the Kuroshio interannual variability based

on a set of high-resolution satellite observations and

ERA-Interim.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

briefly describes the datasets and statistical methods,

including the moisture budget diagnosis and the lagged

maximum covariance analysis (MCA). Section 3 pres-

ents the interannual variability of the Kuroshio and its

impacts on the marginal seas as well as the summertime

precipitation. Section 4 investigates the possible driving

mechanisms for the precipitation response. Section 5

gives a summary and discussion.

2. Data and methods

a. Satellite observations and ERA-Interim

The interannual variability of the Kuroshio is investi-

gated based on the globally gridded sea surface height

(SSH) product, which merges all SSH measurements

from all satellite altimeter missions and is available daily

on a 0.258 spatial resolution from January 1993 (Ducet

et al. 2000), distributed by the Copernicus Marine Ser-

vice, currently. The derived absolute geostrophic veloc-

ity provided by this product is also used to represent the

surface geostrophic current in Fig. 1a. The daily 0.258
gridded SST data are taken from the Optimum Interpo-

lation SST (OISST) dataset, produced by the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

(Reynolds et al. 2007). Here we used the Advanced

Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)-only

OISST product that combines the in situ data and the

AVHRR infrared satellite SST data, available from

September 1981 to the present.

To evaluate the influence of the Kuroshio interannual

variability on the surface precipitation rate, we mainly

used two products, the high-resolution Tropical Rainfall

Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multisatellite Precipita-

tionAnalysis research-grade product (the 3B42 product;

Huffman et al. 2007) and the ERA-Interim global at-

mospheric dataset (Dee et al. 2011). The TRMM 3B42

product has a daily 0.258 resolution with a spatial cov-

erage of 508N–508S from January 1998 onward. The

ERA-Interim dataset has a global grid spacing of 0.758
with 37 vertical pressure levels from January 1979 on-

ward. Note that in general, as a high-resolution precip-

itation product, the TRMM product does not have the

same homogeneity goals as a climate dataset like the

Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP). Nev-

ertheless, we examined the GPCP daily precipitation

(available on a global 18 3 18 grid from October 1996 to

October 2015), which shows a precipitation response

pattern very similar to those based on the TRMMand the

ERA-Interim datasets. However, we found that the pre-

cipitation response pattern based on theNational Centers

for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast

System Reanalysis (CFSR) product bears little resem-

blance to any of those derived from the above three da-

tasets (comparing Figs. 7 and 8 and Figs. S1 and S2 in the

online supplemental material). Therefore, we chose the

6-hourly fields of ERA-Interim to diagnose the moisture

budget, rather than the NCEP-CFSR that was used by
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Sasaki and Yamada (2018) and Xu et al. (2018). In the

present study, all results are presented for the period of

1994–2015, except the TRMM precipitation product for

1998–2015.

b. Moisture budget

Following Seager and Henderson (2013) and Zhang

et al. (2013), the column-integrated moisture budget

equation can be written as

›hqi
›t

52h= � (Vq)i1S1 (E2P) , (1)

where h�i5 1/g
Ð 1000hPa
100hPa

(�) dp denotes the column-integrated

quantity, S52(1/g)(qsVs � =ps) indicates the surface

boundary term (the subscript s refers to surface quanti-

ties), q is specific humidity, V is the horizontal wind

vector, p is pressure, E is evaporation, and P is pre-

cipitation. The magnitude of the S term is found to be

much smaller than the others and thus can be ignored. For

the seasonal and longer time scales, the local tendency

term on the left-hand side of Eq. (1) is negligible. In ad-

dition, the total lateral moisture flux can be broken down

into the mean-flow moisture flux and transient eddy

moisture flux. Therefore, Eq. (1) can be expressed in the

form of

�P 2�E
|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
PmE

’2h= � (Vq)i
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ConQtotal

52h= � (Vq)i
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ConQmean

2h= � (V0q0)i
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ConQeddy

,

(2)

where overbars denote the monthly mean and primes

denote the submonthly disturbance. Furthermore, the

monthly mean moisture flux convergence (ConQmean)

can be decomposed into a part related to the moisture

convergence by divergent mean flow (i.e., the mass con-

vergence; ConQmean
Div ) and a part related to the mean-flow

advection of moisture (i.e., the advection of humidity gra-

dient; ConQmean
Adv ): namely,

ConQmean 52hq= �Vi
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ConQmean
Div

2hV � =qi
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ConQmean
Adv

. (3)

These monthly mean terms are further decomposed

into the long-term monthly climatology and interannual

anomalies, as (�)5 (�)c 1 (�)a where (�)c indicates the

long-term monthly climatology and (�)a indicates the

monthly deviation from the long-term monthly clima-

tology. The anomaly form of Eq. (3) can be approxi-

mated as

(ConQmean
Div )

a
1 (ConQmean

Adv )
a
’2hq

c
= �V

a
i

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ConQmean

Div 2DYN

2hq
a
= �V

c
i

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ConQmean

Div 2THM

2hV
a
� =q

c
i

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ConQmean

Adv 2DYN

2hV
c
� =q

a
i

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ConQmean

Adv 2THM

. (4)

In Eq. (4), the dynamical and thermodynamical contri-

butions refer to the terms only involving Va and qa, re-

spectively. We neglected the term involving the product

of Va and qa, because of its small magnitude.

c. Statistical tools

To quantify influences of the Kuroshio on the marginal

seas, we conduct the lagged maximum covariance anal-

ysis (MCA), which has been widely used in the previous

studies regarding the midlatitude ocean–atmosphere in-

teraction (e.g., Czaja and Frankignoul 1999, 2002; Gan and

Wu 2013, 2015; Zhang et al. 2018). TheMCA isolates pairs

of spatial patterns that maximize their covariance and the

associated time coefficients by performing a singular value

decomposition of the covariancematrix between twofields.

Here the covariance matrix is constructed by the normal-

ized SSH gradient and SST anomalies that are weighted by

the cosine of latitude. The statistical significance of the

MCA metrics [i.e., squared covariance (SC), squared co-

variance fraction (SCF), and correlation coefficient (CO)

between MCA time coefficients] are based on the Monte

Carlo test. Specifically, using the original SSH gradient and

the SST anomalies with the time series randomly per-

muted, we repeated the MCA for 100 times and then ob-

tained 100 sets of metrics, whose probability distribution

function is constructed to rank the confidence level of the

actual statistic. Likewise, the Monte Carlo test is also used

for the statistical significance of composite analysis in sec-

tion 4, for which the time domain of the composited vari-

able is randomly scrambled by 1000 times. The influence

of ocean current change is evaluated by the linear re-

gressions onto the normalized MCA time coefficients of

the SSHgradient, with the Student’s t test applied.Monthly

anomalies are obtained by subtracting the climatological

monthly means and removing the linear long-term trend,

and then three consecutive monthly anomalies are used to

calculate the seasonal-mean anomalies.

3. Results

Considering that atmosphere only feels the SST

change and precipitation is the ultimate product of
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ocean–atmosphere interaction, we first applied the

lagged MCA to the seasonal-mean anomalies of SSH

gradient and SST throughout the year to identify the

most significant SST variations induced by the Kuroshio

interannual variability. Note that the lagged MCA is

calculated with the SSH gradient leading the SST by

different time lag in months to infer an impact of the

Kuroshio variability on the SST anomalies. Then we

investigated the response of precipitation over the ECS

and its adjacent land area through a linear regression

analysis.

a. Interannual variability of the Kuroshio and its
impact on the marginal seas

Figure 2 summarizes the MCAmetrics for the leading

MCA (hereinafter MCA1) modes between the SSH

gradient anomalies fixed in one specific season and the

SST anomalies lagged by 0–4 months. The seasonal-

mean anomalies of the SSH gradient are used from

January–March (JFM) to December–February (DJF)

(moving by 1 month each time). The MCA domains for

the SSH gradient and SST are set to 24.6258–31.6258N,

118.1258–130.8758E and 20.1258–40.1258N, 115.1258–
135.1258E, respectively.

As can be seen from Figs. 2a and 2b, there is a co-

herent feature for the SC and SCF, which measures the

strength of relationship between two fields in eachmode

and the relative importance of each mode in a given

expansion, respectively. Both the SC and SCF display

high significance for the relationships between the SSH

gradient anomalies in April–June (AMJ) and the SST

variations in the following May–July (MJJ) to July–

September (JAS) (see lags 1–3). Those significant re-

lationships are also traced in the leading modes based

on the SSH gradient anomalies in MJJ [June–August

(JJA)] and the SST anomalies in the followingMJJ–JAS

(JJA and JAS), suggesting the persistent change of the

geostrophic current. Both the SC and SCF peak at JJA

for the simultaneous covariability of the SSH gradient

and SST. But the structure of the correlation coefficients

between two MCA1 time coefficients for each lag

(Fig. 2c) does not match with those of the SC and SCF,

and it is barely significant at the 95% confidence level.

This may be due to the small sample size (i.e., 22-yr

length of each time coefficient). Nevertheless, the fol-

lowing analyses lend further credence to the dynamical

significance of the impacts of the Kuroshio variation on

SST and precipitation.

FIG. 2. (a) Squared covariance (3103; dimensionless), (b) squared covariance fraction, and (c) correlation coefficient of the first MCA

mode between the seasonal-mean anomalies of the SSH gradient (24.6258–31.6258N, 118.1258–130.8758E) and SST (20.1258–40.1258N,

115.1258–135.1258E). The ordinate denotes the calendar months assigned to the SSH gradient for each seasonal mean, and the abscissa

denotes the time lag in month for SST lagging SSH gradient (i.e., lag 1 at the JFM indicates the MCA between the JFM SSH gradient and

FMA SST). Hatching areas indicate statistical significance at the 95% confidence level based on the Monte Carlo test.
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We analyzed the change of the Kuroshio and its im-

pacts on the SST and atmosphere in the adjacentmarginal

seas based on the linear regression against the SSH gra-

dient time coefficients of the MCA1 between AMJ SSH

gradient and JJA SST (i.e., at lag 2). Particularly, we

found that the time coefficients of this MCA1mode have

high correlations with the leading principal components

(PC1) of the anomalous AMJ SSH gradient and JJA SST

fields (r5 0.89 for the SSHgradient and r5 0.96 for SST),

indicating that the dominant variations of both the geo-

strophic current and SST are captured by the MCA1

mode (see Fig. 3 for the corresponding spatial patterns).

The PC1 explains 26.6% and 36.8% of total variance of

the AMJ SSH gradient and JJA SST fields, respectively.

Furthermore, theAMJSSHgradient time coefficients are

highly correlatedwith the corresponding time coefficients

inMJJ and JJA (correlations among them reaching above

0.77). Therefore, the following results based on the AMJ

SSH gradient MCA1 time coefficients at lag 2 (hereafter

AMJ-SSHG-MCA1) are representative of changes re-

lated to the Kuroshio variation.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of spatial patterns of the

SSH gradient and SST fromAMJ to JAS associated with

the AMJ SSH gradient time coefficients. The SSH gra-

dient anomalies exhibit a persistent pattern over the 4

months with a meridional dipole whose node coincides

with its climatological peak (i.e., the main axis of the

Kuroshio), with the large positive anomalies appearing

on the seaward flank. This dipolar pattern reflects the

offshore shift of the Kuroshio on interannual time scale, as

the power spectra of the AMJ-SSHG-MCA1 has a sig-

nificant spectral peak at 3–4 years (not shown). The SSH

gradient regression patterns suggest that the offshore state

of the Kuroshio in late spring (AMJ) can persist into

summer (JJA). Correspondingly, the SST regressions

show that when the Kuroshio shifts offshore in AMJ, the

significant cold SST anomalies emerge in the northern

ECS and the Japan/East Sea in AMJ and then gradually

amplify and expand northward through MJJ and JJA.

Accompanied with the offshore shift of the Kuroshio in

AMJ, the warm SST anomalies also emerge along the

seaward of theECS shelf break. But they aremuchweaker

than the cold SST anomalies over the continental shelf,

indicating little change of the Kuroshio warm tongue. In

JAS, the cold SST anomalies are somewhat reduced in the

northern ECS but retained in the Japan/East Sea.

The evolution of significant cold SST anomalies in the

marginal seas is accompanied by large downward turbu-

lent heat flux anomalies (Fig. 4, top row), as well as sig-

nificant upward radiative heat flux anomalies (dominated

by the shortwave radiation anomalies) that shows up over

part of the northern ECS (Fig. 4, middle row). However,

Fig. 4 (bottom row) shows the downward net heat flux

anomalies overmost parts of themarginal seas, indicating

that significant cold SST anomalies are damped by gain-

ing heat from atmosphere and thus act to impose an

FIG. 3. Simultaneous and lagged regressions of the seasonal-mean (top) SSH gradient anomalies [cm (100 km)21] and (bottom) SST

anomalies (8C) fromAMJ to JAS against theAMJ-SSHG-MCA1 (Fig. 5a). Black contours in the top panels denote theAMJ SSHgradient

climatology of 35, 45, and 55 cm (100 km)21, to indicate the main axis of the Kuroshio. Blue contours in each panel denote regressions

significant at the 95% confidence level. Heavy magenta line in the top-left panel indicates the position of the PN line.
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anomalous cooling in the lower troposphere. In fact, the

significant negative radiative heat flux anomalies during

AMJ–JJA coincide with the local above-normal rainfall

response (see section 3b), which may imply a local ther-

modynamic positive feedback that the enhanced rainfall

and cloudiness could amplify the preexistent cold SST

anomalies by blocking the solar radiation.

Overall, the results above suggest that the persistent

offshore shift of the Kuroshio since late spring pri-

marily result in the cold SST anomalies in the marginal

seas until late summer, which correspondingly causes

anomalous cooling of the lower troposphere.We further

constructed a simple index, the SSH slope index (SSI) at

the PN line, to independently verify the persistence of

the lateral shift of the Kuroshio. The SSI is defined as the

absolute dynamic height difference between the two end

points along the PN line (Andres et al. 2011), that is, the

offshore point at 27.8758N, 127.8758Eminus the onshore

point at 28.6258N, 126.8758E. These two end points

straddle themain axis of theKuroshio (cf. Fig. 3, top left,

magenta line), such that the SSI depicts the offshore–

onshore shifts of theKuroshio (Fig. S3). It is found that the

AMJ-mean SSI significantly correlates to theAMJ-SSHG-

MCA1, with a correlation coefficient of 0.75 (Fig. 5a).

Furthermore, the autocorrelation coefficients of the

seasonal-mean SSI throughout the year (Fig. 5b) eluci-

date that the Kuroshio path shift in AMJ correlates to

its previous change in February–April (FMA) and per-

sists into JJA, while the Kuroshio variation in MJJ/JJA

seems to be less persistent than the case in AMJ. It is

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the regressions of (top) turbulent heat flux, (middle) radiative heat flux, and (bottom) net heat flux anomalies

(Wm22; positive is downward). Black dashed contours denote regressions significant at the 95% confidence level.
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suggested that the significant persistence of the Kuroshio

shift in AMJ is a prerequisite for the covariability with

SST in the marginal seas that can be significantly de-

tected in JJA by the lagged MCA.

The offshore shift of the Kuroshio is presumed to result

in the reduced onshore intrusion of warm water, which in

turn induces the cold SST anomalies on the continental

shelf. Indeed, comparison of the lagged regression of sur-

face geostrophic velocity with its climatology in JJA

(Fig. 6) clearly shows that the Kuroshio shifts away from

the shelf break. Correspondingly, the Tsushima Warm

Current and the East Korea Warm Current are signifi-

cantly weakened, as implied from the anomalous south-

ward currents to south of Cheju Island and east of South

Korea. As a consequence, the anomalous cold advection

likely drives the cold SST anomalies.

b. Response of the summertime precipitation

What is the impact of lateral shift of the Kuroshio on

the precipitation over the ECS and its adjacent land

area? Figure 7 displays the regression patterns of

TRMM precipitation (1998–2015) from AMJ to JAS

against the AMJ-SSHG-MCA1. The precipitation re-

sponse exhibits two distinct patterns, one showing a

zonal belt of significant positive anomalies extending

from the Yangtze River delta to Kyushu during AMJ–

JJA and the other showing a patch of significant posi-

tive anomalies over the central ECS in JAS. This fact

indicates that the offshore shift of the Kuroshio tends to

enhance the terrestrial rainfall over the Yangtze River

delta and Kyushu in early summer and rainfall over

the central ECS in late summer. More specifically, the

strongest response of the zonal rainband occurs in MJJ

(Fig. 7b), and the increased rainfall over Kyushu slightly

amplifies in JJA, which is consistent with the amplifica-

tion of the cold SST anomalies in the northern ECS

(Fig. 3). The corresponding coefficients of determination

R2 suggest that the interannual variability of theKuroshio

lateral shift in AMJ can explain about 40% and 35% of

total variance of precipitation over the Yangtze River

FIG. 5. (a) Normalized time coefficients of SSH gradient in AMJ (blue curve; i.e., AMJ-

SSHG-MCA1) and SST in the following JJA (orange curve) derived from the corresponding

MCA1 at lag 2, along with the AMJ-mean SSH slope index (SSI) at the PN line (blue shading).

See section 3a for the definition of SSI. (b) Autocorrelation coefficients of the seasonal-mean

SSI are plotted as a function of the calendar months (i.e., letter A denotes the AMJmean). The

black dots signify the correlations significant at the 95% confidence level.
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delta in MJJ (Fig. 7f) and over Kyushu in JJA (Fig. 7g),

respectively.

The regression patterns of total precipitation (the sum

of large-scale precipitation and convective precipitation)

based on the ERA-Interim product (1994–2015) bear

great resemblance to the TRMM-observation-based

patterns, albeit with smaller magnitude of anomalies

for the former (comparing Fig. 8 with Fig. 7). It is also

clearly shown that the precipitation response is domi-

nated by the large-scale precipitation rather than the

convective precipitation (Fig. 8). Since the resolution

of SST data prescribed at the lower boundary of ERA-

Interim has been improved from 1.08 to 0.58 after January
2002, we further examined the regressions of precipita-

tion in 2002–15 and found that the spatial patterns are

nearly identical to those since 1994 (comparing Fig. S4

with Fig. 8). The regression magnitudes since 2002,

however, are generally 30%–70% higher than before

and closer to those of the TRMM-observation-based re-

sults. It could imply that the simulation of atmospheric

structure might be improved by resolving finer oceanic

states, as suggested byMasunaga et al. (2015). In addition

to the above-normal rainband, the rainfall seems to

be suppressed over the northern half of the domain,

but the significant decreased signals are weaker than the

increased signals and its acting area changes among dif-

ferent precipitation products. Therefore, next, we per-

formed an independent regression analysis to validate the

robustness of the precipitation response.

Recalling that the significant cold SST anomalies and

the prominent downward turbulent heat flux anomalies

over the northern ECS are closely related to the offshore

shift of the Kuroshio (Fig. 4), it is expected that the SST

interannual variation in the northern ECS is a key driver

for the precipitation response over the surrounding area.

Given that, we constructed the time series of SST anom-

alies area-averaged in the northern ECS (30.1258–
34.1258N, 124.6258–130.1258E; see box in Fig. 9b) inMJJ,

which is found to be well correlated with the PC1 of MJJ

SST in the entire ECS (24.1258–36.1258N, 120.1258–
131.1258E; r 5 0.88) that explains about 50.6% of the

total MJJ SST variance. As expected, the corresponding

SST spatial pattern in MJJ shows a monopole cold

anomaly over the continental shelf (very similar to the

EOF1 pattern), which is associated with the offshore

shift of the Kuroshio in the previous AMJ (see Figs. 9a,b).

Particularly, further inspection finds that the SSH gra-

dient regressions are largest in AMJ rather than MJJ,

suggesting that the SST response to the Kuroshio change

may need at least one month to be fully developed. The

cold SST anomalies in MJJ are quite persistent into JAS,

which are clearly associated with the significant down-

ward net heat flux (Figs. 9c,d), but the local sea level

pressure (SLP) does not change significantly (not shown).

Thus, it supports the fact that the cold SST anomalies in

the northern ECS are likely to be generated by the off-

shore shift of the Kuroshio rather than the local atmo-

spheric processes.

FIG. 6. (left) Climatology of surface geostrophic velocity in JJA and (right) its lagged regression on theAMJ-SSHG-

MCA1, alongwith 50-, 100-, 200-, and 1000-m isobaths (contours). Blue vectors denote regressions significant at the 95%

confidence level. Note that the mean Kuroshio mainly flows along the 200-m isobath (i.e., the shore side of the regular

PN line section signified by the heavymagenta line) before leaving through the Tokara Strait. For a better visualization,

the regression coefficients are magnified to 6 times the climatology scale.
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In response to the cold SST anomalies in MJJ, total

precipitation indeed shows a zonal belt of positive

anomalies in JJA (Fig. 9e; the MJJ response is very sim-

ilar) and a unique center of positive anomalies over the

central ECS in JAS (Fig. 9f), very similar to the TRMM-

observation-based results (Figs. 7c,d). Furthermore,

changes of the convective precipitation contribute little to

the total precipitation response in most areas, except for

eastern China (Figs. 9g,h). It is worth noting that the

suppressed precipitation signals shown in Figs. 7c and 7d

disappear, indicating a low robustness of such response.

We also found that the precipitation regressions against

the time series of SST anomalies area-averaged in the

Japan/East Sea, however, do not show any significant

responses (not shown).

The results so far point out a robust enhancement of

rainfall from the Yangtze River delta to Kyushu in early

summer (MJJ–JJA) and over the central ECS in late

summer (JAS) driven by the offshore shift of the

Kuroshio and the resultant cold SST anomalies in the

northern ECS. A question might arise as to whether

there is local atmospheric circulation variation in early

summer that regulates both the Kuroshio path and

precipitation, since Nakamura et al. (2015) suggest that

the Kuroshio path state can be altered by local surface

wind forcing. An inspection of local SLP (Fig. S5),

however, shows that the lateral shift of the Kuroshio is

not accompanied by any significant change in the local

surface circulation. We also examined the simultaneous

regression patterns of precipitation during MJJ-to-JAS

against the western Pacific subtropical high (WPSH)

index (Wang et al. 2013; highly correlating with the

EASM indices) and the first two leading PCs of the

tropical Pacific SST, respectively.We found that none of

them resembles the precipitation response presented

here. The correlation coefficients of the AMJ-SSHG-

MCA1 with the WPSH index, the PC1, and the PC2 of

the tropical Pacific SST in AMJ are 0.06, 0.17, and 0.02,

respectively. Therefore, it further confirms that the

precipitation is substantially affected by the lateral shift

of theKuroshio rather than either the large-scale EASM

variation or the remote forcing of ENSO.

FIG. 7. (a)–(d) Simultaneous and lagged regressions of the seasonal-mean TRMM precipitation (mm day21; 1998–2015) from

AMJ to JAS against the AMJ-SSHG-MCA1 and (e)–(h) the corresponding coefficients of determination R2 (i.e., the portion of

total variance of precipitation explained by the AMJ-SSHG-MCA1). Hatching indicates statistical significance at the 95%

confidence level.
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4. Possible mechanisms

a. Contribution to the anomalous moisture flux
convergence: Monthly-mean anomalies versus
transient eddies

Physical processes responsible for the summertime

precipitation anomalies in response to the offshore shift

of the Kuroshio are analyzed from the perspective of

the atmospheric moisture balance. Figure 10 (first row)

shows that the higher-than-normal precipitation in

summer (Figs. 8a–d) is not balanced to the local surface

evaporation change. Therefore, the moisture supply for

the increased precipitation primarily comes from the

lateral moisture flux convergence. As can be seen from

Fig. 10 (second row), the spatial distribution of posi-

tive anomalies of total lateral moisture flux conver-

gence (ConQtotal) well coincides with that of PmE,

with a similar zonal-belt structure during AMJ–JJA

and a well-defined anomaly center over the central ECS

in JAS. According to Eq. (2), ConQtotal can be broken

down into a component due to the mean-flow moisture

flux (ConQmean) and a component due to the transient

eddy moisture flux (ConQeddy). The last two rows of

Fig. 10 clearly show that the large positive anomalies

of ConQmean dominate the corresponding change of

ConQtotal during AMJ–JJA, whereas the positive anom-

aly center of ConQtotal over the central ECS exclusively

emerges from ConQeddy in JAS. Interestingly, it seems

that the effect of transient eddies particularly shows

up in JAS, manifested as the additional significant

anomalies appearing to the northwest over the Yellow

Sea, which in turn contradict the effect of mean flow to

some degree.

Therefore, the moisture budget analysis illuminates

that the moisture supply for the increased precipitation

from the Yangtze River delta to Kyushu in early sum-

mer (MJJ–JJA) and over the central ECS in late sum-

mer (JAS) come from the different processes (i.e., the

mean-flow moisture flux convergence and the transient

eddy moisture flux convergence, respectively). In the

following subsections, we will further discuss the un-

derlying different processes.

b. Modulation on the mei-yu–baiu front during
mid-May–June

According to Eq. (4), we further split ConQmean into

the dynamic and thermodynamic contributions to the

interannual variations of the mass convergence term

(ConQmean
Div ) and the moisture advection term (ConQmean

Adv ).

Figure 11 shows the decomposition for MJJ, and a similar

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for (a)–(d) the total precipitation and (e)–(h) the convective precipitation taken from the ERA-Interim product

(mmday21; 1994–2015). Note the color bar range different from Fig. 7.
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FIG. 9. Regressions of the seasonal-mean anomalies of (a) the AMJ SSH gradient

[cm (100 km)21], (b) the MJJ SST (8C), (c),(d) net heat flux (Wm22; positive is

downward), (e),(f) the total precipitation, and (g),(h) the convective precipitation

(mmday21) in JJA and JAS against the time series of MJJ SST anomalies area-

averaged in the northern ECS. The box in (b) signifies the boundary of 30.1258–
34.1258N, 124.6258–130.1258E used for the SST average. Hatched areas indicate

statistical significance at the 95% confidence level. Precipitation data are taken from

the ERA-Interim product (1994–2015). Note that to keep the sign of SST anomaly

negative as same as in Fig. 3, we reversed the original SST time series.
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FIG. 10. Simultaneous and lagged regressions of the seasonal-mean column-integrated (from 100 hPa to the surface) moisture budget

terms from (left) AMJ to (right) JAS against the AMJ-SSHG-MCA1: (top) precipitation minus evaporation, (second row) total lateral

moisture flux convergence and its two components due to (third row) the monthly mean flow moisture flux and (bottom) the submonthly

transient eddy moisture flux. Hatching areas indicate statistical significance at the 90% confidence level. Unit is mmday21. The moisture

budget terms are calculated using the ERA-Interim product (1994–2015).
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result for JJA is obtained (not shown). It can be clearly

seen that a combination of dynamical (anomalous wind)

contribution to the mass convergence term (Fig. 11a)

and thermodynamic (anomalous humidity gradient)

contribution to the moisture advection term (Fig. 11d)

lead to the increase in ConQmean and precipitation from

the Yangtze River delta to Kyushu. Particularly, the

dynamical contribution plays a more important role

than the thermodynamic contribution, except for Kyushu

where both of them seem to be comparable. By contrast,

the other two components have little contribution to

ConQmean (Figs. 11b,c).

Furthermore, Fig. 12a reveals that the anomalous

mass (wind) convergence (Fig. 11a) dynamically co-

incides with the anomalous ascent motion that is well

collocated with the increased rain belt. It also shows that

the anomalous upward pressure velocity at 500hPa

substantially shifts to the north of its climatological peak

by roughly 28 of latitude. In addition, Fig. 12b reveals a

significant strengthening of the poleward humidity gra-

dient in the lower troposphere, which is induced by a

significant reduction of humidity in the northern half of

the domain (Fig. S6) and primarily leads to the corre-

sponding increase in the anomalous moisture advection

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for the regressions of the MJJ column-integrated (a) dynamic and (b) thermodynamic

contributions to the interannual variation of themoisture convergence by divergent mean flow. (c),(d)As in (a) and

(b), respectively, but for the mean-flow advection of moisture.
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(Fig. 11d). This is understandable in the context of the

large cold SST anomalies in the northern ECS that lower

the evaporation (cf. Fig. 4 for turbulent heat flux).

However, there seems to be a paradox that the anoma-

lous ascent motion is accompanied with the cold SST

anomalies. Sasaki andYamada (2018) also show that the

cold SST anomalies over the continental shelf are as-

sociated with the anomalous wind convergence over the

central ECS, and the corresponding increased rainfall in

June presumably results from the extratropical cyclone

change. As for the present result, however, the pre-

cipitation response pattern is quite different from Sasaki

and Yamada (2018), and its zonally elongated structure

is reminiscent of the large-scale mei-yu–baiu rainband

that has a frontal characteristic, the so-called mei-yu–

baiu front (e.g., Ninomiya and Shibagaki 2007). Given

this fact, we hypothesize that the offshore shift of the

Kuroshio and the resultant cold SST anomalies in the

northern ECS enhance the early-summer rainfall from

the Yangtze River delta to Kyushu by modifying the

seasonal northward migration of the mei-yu–baiu front.

To test the above hypothesis, we examined changes

in the mei-yu–baiu front during AMJ–JJA associated

with the lateral shift of the Kuroshio in AMJ. Here

the mei-yu–baiu front is identified by the meridional

(poleward) gradient of the mass-weighted vertical-mean

equivalent potential temperature (EPT; a thermodynamic

variable involving both temperature and humidity) in

the lower troposphere (925–700hPa), following Tomita

et al. (2011). As can be seen from Figs. 13a–c, the lower-

tropospheric EPT regressions exhibit a strengthening

of significant negative anomalies in the northern half

of the domain from AMJ to JJA, consistent with the

evolution of cold SST anomalies (Fig. 3). Indeed, the

vertical profile exhibits that the significant negative

anomalies of EPT showing up at 318N near the surface

has a northward tilted structure, with the maximum

at the near surface (925 hPa), which reflects the prom-

inent cooling by ocean (Fig. 14). Correspondingly, the

regressions of the poleward EPT gradient show an

anomalous east–west front (i.e., the elongated band of

negative anomalies, with the localized center over the

northern ECS; colors in Figs. 13d–f). Comparing with

the climatology, which well depicts the northward mi-

gration of the mei-yu–baiu front (dashed contours in

Figs. 13d–f), such change indicates that when the Kur-

oshio shifts offshore in late spring, the mei-yu–baiu

front is enhanced and moves to the northern ECS ear-

lier than at its climatological-mean pace. As a result,

rainfall over the Yangtze River delta and Kyushu is

likely to be higher than normal in early summer.

We further scrutinized changes in the migration of the

daily mei-yu–baiu front by compositing the daily zonal

mean of poleward EPT gradient (over 1208–1328E) un-
der the condition of the Kuroshio offshore–onshore

shift. Here we focused on the offshore (onshore) shift

of the AMJ Kuroshio, identified as the years when the

AMJ-SSHG-MCA1 is greater (lower) than the top

(bottom) 25th percentile (i.e., each case contains one-

fourth of the total samples). As for the climatology,

Fig. 15 (gray shading) shows that the mei-yu–baiu front

stays within 288–298N during May and early June, in

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 10, but for the regressions of (a) the MJJ downward pressure velocity (Pa s21; negative is

upward) at 500 hPa and (b) the MJJ poleward gradient of the mass-weighted vertical-mean humidity over 1000–

850 hPa [1021 g kg21 (100 km)21]. Dashed contours signify the corresponding climatology.
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correspondence with the rainband over southern China

and the Kuroshio warm tongue in the ECS (not shown).

Then, the rapid northward migration from 298 to 338N
occurs until mid-July, generally consistent with previous

studies (e.g., Wang and LinHo 2002; Tomita et al. 2011;

Xu et al. 2018). However, when the Kuroshio shifts

offshore, the mei-yu–baiu front indeed substantially

shifts to north of its climatological location by ;28 of
latitude (i.e., staying within 308–328N) during mid-May–

mid-June (see yellow dots with circles in Fig. 15). In

other word, the northward migration of the mei-yu–baiu

front, with an earlier start (roughly in mid-May), is

slower than normal. Under the condition of the Kur-

oshio onshore shift, result seems to be opposite, such

that the northward migration becomes faster than nor-

mal, with a somewhat later start.

It is expected that the slower-than-normal northward

migration of the mei-yu–baiu front may prolong the

local rainy season in the Yangtze River delta and

Kyushu and thus bring more precipitation therein. This

can be seen from Fig. 16, which shows the composites of

daily precipitation area-averaged over the Yangtze

River delta (308–338N, 1188–1228E) and Kyushu (308–
348N, 1298–1328E) for the offshore–onshore shift of the

AMJ Kuroshio. Both the TRMM and ERA-Interim

results clearly present the significant increase of pre-

cipitation over both areas during mid-May–mid-June,

when the mei-yu–baiu front arrives there earlier and

migrates more slowly under the condition of the Kuro-

shio offshore shift (as shown in Fig. 15). It also seems

that the precipitation response over the Kyushu is

slightly more robust than that over the Yangtze River

delta and more sensitive to the offshore shift than the

onshore shift of the Kuroshio.

In general, the above analyses suggest that the off-

shore shift of the Kuroshio and the resultant cold SST

anomalies in the northern ECS are likely to be condu-

cive to the earlier arrival of themei-yu–baiu front at 308–
328N and its slower northward movement, which may

prolong the local rainy season and thus leads to the

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 10, but for the regressions of (a)–(c) the lower-tropospheric equivalent potential temperature (EPT; K), which is

derived from the mass-weighted vertical average of EPT over 925–700 hPa, and (d)–(f) the poleward gradient of the lower-tropospheric

EPT [K (100 km)21], which represents the mei-yu–baiu front. Dashed contours in (d)–(f) signify the corresponding climatology.
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above-normal precipitation from the Yangtze River

delta to Kyushu in early summer.

c. Role of extratropical cyclones

Recalling that a large part of the anomalous precipitation-

minus-evaporation value in late summer (JAS) is con-

tributed by the anomalous transient eddy moisture flux

convergence (Fig. 10), which implies the potential in-

fluence of the Kuroshio lateral shift on the extra-

tropical cyclones. Given that a comparison of Fig. 8d

with Fig. 9f suggests a high robustness of the increased

precipitation over the central ECS, here we discussed

its causative process therein.

An important process by which the Kuroshio vari-

ation affects the extratropical cyclones lies in the

change of atmospheric baroclinicity, which provides

the baroclinic source for the growth of transient

eddies (e.g., Gan and Wu 2013). We estimated the

near-surface baroclinicity by the maximum Eady

growth rate (Lindzen and Farrell 1980), that is,

sEady 5 0:31g(Nu)21j=uj, where N denotes the Brunt–

Väisälä frequency, u is the average of monthly mean

potential temperature between two adjacent pressure

levels, and the other notations are standard. We also

employed the F diagnostic to evaluate the atmospheric

fronts embedded in the extratropical cyclones. Ac-

cording to Parfitt et al. (2017), the nondimensional F

for a specific pressure level p is Fp 5 zpj=Tpj/(f j=Tjo),
where z is the relative vorticity, =T is the horizontal

gradient of temperature, f is the Coriolis parameter at

the relevant latitude, and j=Tjo 5 0.45K (100 km)21.

Parfitt et al. (2017) used F$ 1 to detect all atmospheric

fronts in winter. Here we calculated F at 850 hPa (F850)

based on the daily fields and masked frontal grid points

as the relatively strong atmospheric fronts with the

criteria of F850 . 2 and a minimum extension of three

neighboring frontal points.

Figure 17 clearly suggests that the offshore shift of

theKuroshio strengthens the near-surface baroclinicity

and the associated strong atmospheric fronts em-

bedded in the extratropical cyclones over the cen-

tral ECS in JAS, which in turn enhances the local

precipitation. Specifically, associated with the AMJ

Kuroshio offshore shift, change in the 925-hPa sEady

shows a southwest–northeast-tilted structure of sig-

nificant positive anomalies nearly above the Kuroshio

warm tongue (Fig. 17a). Further inspection shows that

the increased sEady is dominated by the enhancement

of the horizontal temperature gradient (not shown),

which is likely due to the cooling of atmosphere by

the cold SST anomalies (cf. Fig. 4). The strengthening

of the near-surface baroclinicity thus could fuel cy-

clones by offering more available potential energy.

As expected, a similar band-like structure is also

presented in the frequency of strong atmospheric

fronts embedded in the extratropical cyclones, with

a positive anomaly center located to slightly down-

stream of the positive sEady anomaly in the central

ECS (Fig. 17b). This displacement may be due to the

time lag for the development of baroclinic eddies

(Sasaki and Yamada 2018). We further composited

the total precipitation associated with the strong at-

mospheric fronts passing over southwest of Kyushu

FIG. 15. Time–latitude section of the poleward gradient of the

lower-tropospheric EPT zonally averaged over 1208–1328E illus-

trating the seasonal migration of the mei-yu–baiu front. Gray

shading denotes the climatology lower than 21.2 K (100 km)21,

and yellow (blue) line denotes the composite under the offshore

(onshore) shift of the AMJ Kuroshio. Black, yellow, and blue dots

signify the median latitude of the meridional EPT gradient lower

than 21.2K (100 km)21 outlined in the gray shading and yellow

and blue lines, respectively. Dots with circles signify the deviation

from climatology that is statistically significant at the 90% confi-

dence level based on the Monte Carlo test. The meridional EPT

gradient is smoothed with 2-week running mean. The abscissa

denotes the central calendar date of the running window.

FIG. 14. Vertical profile of regressions of the zonal-mean (1208–
1308E) EPT (K) in JJA against the AMJ-SSHG-MCA1, along with

the corresponding climatology (gray contours). Hatched areas in-

dicate statistical significance at the 90% confidence level.
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(see box in Fig. 17b). A confined center of increased

frontal precipitation is clearly shown in the central ECS

(Fig. 17c), which well coincides with the late-summer

precipitation response to the Kuroshio offshore shift (cf.

Fig. 8d). Note that, in sharp contrast to the above-

mentioned responses in JAS, we found no significant

positive anomalies of the near-surface baroclinicity and

the atmospheric front frequency over the ECS in MJJ or

JJA (not shown).

5. Summary and discussion

The present study investigated the interannual vari-

ability of the Kuroshio in the ECS and its impacts on the

FIG. 16. Composites of daily precipitation (mmday21) area-averaged over the Yangtze River delta (308–338N,

1188–1228E) and Kyushu (308–348N, 1298–1328E) for the offshore–onshore shift of the AMJ Kuroshio, along with

the corresponding climatology. Daily precipitation data are taken from (a),(b) the TRMMobservations and (c),(d)

the ERA-Interim . Dots signify a deviation from climatology that is statistically significant at the 90% confidence

level based on the Monte Carlo test. Here the daily precipitation is smoothed with 2-week running mean. The

abscissa denotes the central calendar date of the running window.

FIG. 17. Composite differences between the offshore and onshore shifts of the AMJ Kuroshio for (a) the maximum Eady growth rate

(31022 day21) at 925 hPa, (b) the frequency of the strong atmospheric fronts detected by F850 . 2, and (c) the ERA-Interim total

precipitation (mmday21) associated with the strong atmospheric fronts passing over southwest of Kyushu [see box in (b)]. The frontal

frequency is expressed as the percentage of the JAS period. Hatching areas indicate statistical significance at the 90% confidence level

based on the Monte Carlo test.
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continental SST as well as the summertime precipitation

over the surrounding area. Based on the high-resolution

satellite observations and the lagged MCA analysis, the

results show that the dominant variation of the Kuroshio

exhibits the offshore and onshore shifts of its main axis

on interannual time scale (a period of about 3–4 years),

and it is such a shift in late spring that has the most

prominent influence on the marginal seas in summer.

Particularly, the persistent offshore shift of theKuroshio

since late spring (AMJ) can result in the cold SST

anomalies in the northern ECS and the Japan/East Sea

until late summer (JAS), which correspondingly causes

anomalous cooling of the overlying atmosphere. We

found that the offshore shift of the Kuroshio leads to a

significant weakening of the Tsushima Warm Current

and the East Korea Warm Current, which in turn likely

drives the cold SST anomalies due to the anomalous

cold advection. The driving force of the lateral shift of

the Kuroshio is beyond the scope of this study, but

preliminary inspection shows that the offshore shift of

the Kuroshio significantly correlates to a lower-than-

normal SLP over the eastern subtropical North Pacific in

late winter (JFM), which may imply a shrinking of

the subtropical gyre of the North Pacific Ocean. In-

terestingly, such SLP change is further associated with

the Arctic Oscillation rather than the North Pacific

Oscillation.

When the Kuroshio shifts offshore in AMJ, pre-

cipitation is found to significantly increase over a zonal

band from the Yangtze River delta to Kyushu in early

summer (MJJ–JJA) and over the central ECS in late

summer (JAS). Particularly, the TRMM data show that

the interannual variability of the Kuroshio lateral shift

in AMJ can explain about 40% and 35% of total vari-

ance of precipitation over the Yangtze River delta in

MJJ and over Kyushu in JJA, respectively. It is sug-

gested that the cold SST anomalies in the northern ECS

rather than the Japan/East Sea induced by the Kuroshio

offshore shift is a key driver for such enhancement of

precipitation. We also confirmed that the significant

response of precipitation to the lateral shift of the

Kuroshio is not contaminated by either the large-scale

EASM variation or the remote forcing of ENSO. In

fact, Fujibe (2015) has reported that there is negative

correlation between extreme precipitation/total precip-

itation amount over Kyushu and SST in its surrounding

area in summer, consistent with the present results.

Our study, however, further indicates that interannual

variations of the Kuroshio lateral shift and SST in the

northern ECS may provide predictive values for the

precipitation variation over Kyushu and the Yangtze

River delta. This predictability is worth addressing in a

future study.

Analysis of the moisture budget shows that the

moisture supply for the increased precipitation from the

Yangtze River delta to Kyushu in early summer and

over the central ECS in late summer come from differ-

ent processes (i.e., the mean-flow moisture flux conver-

gence and the transient eddy moisture flux convergence,

respectively). Particularly, further decomposition of the

mean-flow moisture flux convergence suggests the domi-

nant contribution from a combination of the anomalous

mass (wind) convergence (dynamically coinciding with the

anomalous ascent motion) and the mean advection of

anomalous humidity gradient (primarily resulting from

the strengthened poleward humidity gradient).

On the basis of themoisture budget results, we further

proposed two different physical processes modulated by

the lateral shift of the Kuroshio that are likely re-

sponsible for the distinct responses of precipitation in

early summer and late summer, respectively. On the one

hand, the cold SST anomalies in the northern ECS in-

duced by the Kuroshio offshore shift are likely con-

ducive to the earlier arrival of the mei-yu–baiu front at

308–328N and its slower northward movement, which

may prolong the local rainy season and thus leads to the

above-normal precipitation from the Yangtze River

delta to Kyushu in early summer (MJJ–JJA). On the

other hand, the persistent cold SST anomalies in late

summer (JAS) strengthen the near-surface baroclinicity

and the associated strong atmospheric fronts embedded

in the extratropical cyclones over the central ECS, which

in turn enhances the local precipitation. Note that we do

not rule out a contribution of rainfall brought by the

extratropical cyclones to the increased precipitation

over Kyushu in August during the period of the Kur-

oshio offshore shift, which however seems to be only

captured by the high-spatial-resolution TRMM product

(cf. Fig. 16b).

Our results reveal the role of interannual variations of

the Kuroshio and the northern ECS SST in the pre-

cipitation variation from the Yangtze River delta to

Kyushu in MJJ–JJA, through the modulation on the

large-scale mei-yu–baiu front. This is different from the

findings of Sasaki and Yamada (2018), who highlight

that the central–southern ECS SST variation affects the

precipitation over the central ECS in June by altering

the extratropical cyclones. Indeed, we found that the

simultaneous regression patterns of total precipita-

tion against the time series of SST anomalies area-

averaged in the northern ECS (see box in Fig. 9b) and

the central–southern ECS (25.6258–30.8758N, 121.1258–
129.1258E) in June are similar to Fig. 9e of the present

study and Fig. 7a of Sasaki and Yamada (2018), re-

spectively (not shown). This fact confirms both studies’

results and implies a sensitivity of regional rainfall to the
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position of local SST anomalies. However, the correla-

tion coefficient between the PC1 of the entire ECS SST

and the SST time series for the northern ECS in June is

higher than the case for the central–southern ECS (0.87

vs 0.77), suggesting that the dominant SST variability in

the ECS is more concentrated in the northern ECS.

Furthermore, the dominant interannual variability of

the Kuroshio lateral shift (i.e., PC1 of the SSH gradient)

in May is found to explain about 30% of the total SST

variance in the northern ECS in June.
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